The relationship between variability and sensitivity in large-scale longitudinal visual field data.
Evaluation of progressive visual field (VF) damage is often based on pointwise sensitivity data from standard automated perimetry; however, frequency-of seeing and test-retest studies demonstrate that these measurements can be highly variable, especially in areas of damage. The aim of this study was to characterize VF variability by the level of sensitivity using a statistical method to quantify heteroscedasticity. A total of 14,887 Humphrey 24-2 SITA Standard VFs from 2736 patients (2736 eyes) attending Moorfields Eye Hospital from 1997 to 2009 were studied retrospectively. The VF series of each eye was analyzed using pointwise linear regression of sensitivity over time, with residuals (difference from fitted-value) from each regression pooled according to both observed and fitted sensitivities. The median (interquartile range) patient age, follow-up, and series length was 64 (54-71) years, 5.5 (3.9-7.0) years, and 6 (5-7) VFs, respectively. The inferred variability as a function of fitted-sensitivity was in good agreement with previous estimates. Variability was also described as a function of measured sensitivity, which confirmed that variability increased rapidly as the observed sensitivity decreased. This study highlights a new approach for characterizing VF variability by the level of sensitivity. A considerable strength of the method is that inference is based on thousands of clinic patients rather than the tens of subjects in test-retest studies. The results can help distinguish real VF progression from measurement variability and will be used in models for glaucoma progression detection.